Subventions de recherche / Research grants

◊ Geneviève A. Bonin (Principal investigator) received an Insight Development Grant ($57,097) from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada for her project entitled “Evaluating the impact of technology and funding on community radio in Canada.”

◊ Daniel Paré (Deputy PI) is part of a research team that received a SHRCC Partnership Grant in the amount of $2,552,984 for a project titled “How the geospatial web 2.0 is reshaping government-citizen interactions.”

◊ The University of Ottawa Chair in University Teaching was awarded to Professor Jenepher Lennox Terrion in recognition of her excellence and innovation in teaching, her demonstrated educational leadership, and the quality of her proposed project. She will study, over the next three years, excellence in the large class and will examine, specifically, verbal and nonverbal teacher immediacy and how these communication behaviours build positive relationships in the classroom. Funding for the project is $62,000.

Colloques, congrès, séminaires/Conferences, congress, seminars


Colloques, congrès, séminaires/Conferences, congress, seminars
(suite/continued)

◊ BONIN, G. A. “Organizational factors affecting social media use in radio newsrooms.”
Canadian Communication Association, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, June 5, 2013.


◊ GRANDENA F., 'Gay noir' et lieux frontières fourieriens : une marginalisation dépolitisée?, Université de Montréal, 1er mai 2013, La frontière en soi : Vivre et écrire entre les lignes.

◊ GRANDENA F., 'Desires at work: Oedipalisation of homosexuality and representation of work in French queer cinema', 9 mai 2013, Durham University.

◊ GROSJEAN, S. Ethnographier et filmer la constitution de « practices of seeing » dans une organisation : « voir » et « faire voir » via la parole, le corps et la mobilisation d’objets, Colloque "L’ethnographie organisationnelle : pratiques émergentes et contributions", 81ème congrès de l’ACFAS, Université Laval, Québec, 7-8 mai 2013.


◊ MCCURDY, P. Posters from the Occupy Movement: The media practices of Occuprint, Dublin, Ireland, June 26, 2013, International Association for Media and Communication Research (IAMCR) 2013 Conference.


Colloques, congrès, séminaires/Conferences, congress, seminars (suite/continued)


◊ TERRION, J. Lennox. Volunteering: Why do we do it and why we have to do it. Invited presentation to the Rotary Adventures in Citizenship Program, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON. April 30 2013.

Publications

Articles


Chapitres de livre/Chapters in books


Livres/books


Note de lecture/book review


Défenses maîtrise/MA Theses


◊ DYBKA, Carly. ‘A dedication to the banal: E-relevant web text sites and their role in user-generated culture.’ Supervisor: Fernando Andacht. Jury: Philippe Ross and Denis Bachand.


Mémoires/Research papers

◊ CICHOSZ, Anna. ‘The Formation of Stereotypes on Female Online Dating Profiles.’ Supervisor: Florian Grandena.


◊ OWUSU SARPONG, Eva. ‘The Dilemma of Copyright in Sub-Saharan Africa: Ghana in Focus.’ Supervisor: Aliaa Dakrouy.


Varia

◊ Rukhsana Ahmed organized a one day workshop titled: Let’s Talk! Interprofessional Dialogue at the Intersections of Religion, Diversity, and Healthcare, held March 28, 2013 at the University of Ottawa.


◊ Lise Boily a été membre académique de l’École d’été en management de la création dans la société de l’innovation, 5ème Édition, HEC Montréal, en collaboration avec l’Université et la Polytechnique de Barcelone, 2 juillet - 24 juillet, 2013. [Link](http://expertise.hec.ca/management_creation/)

◊ Jenepher Lennox Terrion was awarded one of sixteen National Capital Educator’s Awards on May 23, 2013. The award is meant to raise the profile of public education and to recognize and celebrate the dedication and achievements of Ottawa-area educators.

◊ Michael Robinson, a third year Journalism student in Department of Communication, has been awarded entry into the prestigious Canadian Military Journalism Course 2013 scholarship offered by the Canadian Defence & Foreign Affairs Institute (CFAI) and the Centre for Military and Strategic Studies (CMSS) at the University of Calgary. Entry into this summer school is granted to 12 journalism university students nationwide who have excellent writing skills, demonstrated an outstanding academic performance and have engaged with extracurricular journalism activities. From May 12th - 22nd, Robinson attended a nine-day certificate course on military journalism and the Canadian Forces. The goal of the scholarship is to enhance the military education of Canadian journalists who will report on the issues facing the Canadian Forces and their activities domestically and abroad.

◊ Daniel Paré was appointed Associate Director, Academic Outreach, Institute for Science, Society, and Policy (ISSP), University of Ottawa.